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Guided Self-Change Treatment Phases
1. Assessment
2. Motivational Feedback





































DSM 5 Gambling Disorder Symptoms
DSM 5 Symptoms
64 Treatment Completers
at 1 month follow up
Gamblers’ Beliefs Questionnaire
(GBQ)
• 20 item self report measure
• Erroneous beliefs/cognitive judgment distortions
• Translated into several languages















• Correlation with DSM Gambling Disorder 
Symptoms
r = 0.19, p < .05
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t(126) = -6.52, p < .01 
GBQ Clinical Cut Off?
Linear relationship between 
decrease in DSM 5 symptoms 
























• 16 item self report measure
• Measures perceived self-efficacy to control 
gambling behavior in high risk situations











% Male 53 45







• Correlation with Gambling Disorder Symptoms
r = -0.26, p < .05
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t(210) = -10.84, p < .01 
Clinical Cut off

























•  Cognitive Distortions =   Gambling Symptoms
•  Self Efficacy =   Gambling Symptoms




Understand how beliefs change over the course of 
treatment
Understand how beliefs may change gambling 
disorder severity
• GSEQ 
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